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ONE TOUCH TURN INDICATOR
Allows the driver to lightly touch the turn signal indicator 

to obtain three or four blinks that stop automatically.

8-WAY ADJUSTABLE DRIVER SEAT
Tame tough terrains while seated like a king with 8, 

fatigue-beating seat settings customised for you.

ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE
ORVMs
With outside rear-view mirror positioning at your 

fingertips, be in control of the drive and the world 

around you.

NEW

TRUNK STORAGE SPACE
It’s more a cargo section and less trunk. Spoil yourself with 

ample trunk storage that extends from an already roomy 

410 litres to an incredible 1064 litres by folding the second 

row of seats. Pack to your heart’s content.

ANTHRACITE ALLOYS
Style meets substance with these 

imposing and road-gripping dark 

grey, R16 alloy wheels. Make a 

statement of dominance, whichever 

road you’re on.

APPROACH AND DEPARTURE ANGLE
Determines the height of an obstacle and helps 

conquer it without a scratch. Take the driving 

experience to a new high.

SMOKED HEADLAMPS
The smoked headlamps not only provide better 

visibility, but also add to the style quotient of the 

Renault Duster.

NEW Features in new generation Duster.
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OPTIMAL GEAR RATIO
Rule the roads with great take-off and control in 

off-road conditions. Tackle gradients better and 

enjoy extended clutch life with reduced slip and 

low heat load.

ALL WHEEL INDEPENDENT MULTI-LINK SUSPENSION 

To further ensure your victory over any terrain, the AWD allows each 

wheel of the car to follow irregularities or bumps on the road without 

affecting the wheel on the opposite side of the car. And with the 

Electronic Torque Control (ETC) which intelligently distributes torque to 

all wheels, you can now make your way through anything.

AWD WITH iDRIVE TECHNOLOGY
Now, get easy and intuitive access to the need of the 

moment with multiple transmission modes. The iDrive

with Shift on the Fly Technology allows the option of 

2WD, Auto and 4-Wheel Lock Mode, while you go 

taming the roads.

DRIVE MODES

AUTO
The advanced AWD also boasts 

the power of discretion. Based on 

road conditions, it distributes 

power between front and rear 

automatically, leaving you nothing 

but pure driving pleasure.

2WD
For good road conditions that don’t 

require the AWD to unleash its 

fullest, there is the 2WD mode, 

utilising only the front two wheels, 

for optimal efficiency.

4WD
Be it bumpy roads or slippery 

paths, rain-soaked trails or no 

roads at all, the 4WD mode 

possesses incredible traction, 

giving you the power to tackle the 

roughest of terrains.

*The above image is for illustrative purpose only. While switching to 4WD mode, the dial will come back to auto.

SPORTY BURNT RED FABRIC UPHOLSTERY
Stylish and sporty at the same time, the gorgeous red and 

rugged beehive pattern makes for seating fit for the discerning.

HILL START ASSIST 
During a hill start, one may maintain brake pressure 

automatically for 2 seconds for easy manoeuvring.






